Site code number – included with each kit and present on the tubes: (i.e. KITnnn school name Site n)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(It is critical that this number match the number on the collection vials to insure that the samples are accurately mapped to the collection site)

Number of locations sampled at the site ________________________________________________________________
(In most cases this will be 3 but may be less if terrain prevents multiple collections at one site)

Number of samples per location ________________________________________________________________
(In most cases this will be 1)

Location codes (site code plus A, B, or C) «form2» «form3» «form4»

Site name ________________________________________________________________

Teacher name ________________________________________________________________

School ________________________________________________________________

Sampling date ________________________________________________________________

Sampling time ________________________________________________________________

GPS site coordinates (enter for each location sampled within a site) Please enter degree, minute and decimal seconds or to six decimal places.

Location A ________________________________________________________________

Location B ________________________________________________________________

Location C ________________________________________________________________

Please check your coordinates against Google Maps for accuracy before returning the form.

Description of site (for example - lake, stream, river; open or wooded, still, gentle or rapid flowing water; clear or murky water; dock or pier; beach, stream edge, wooded shoreline; boat launch, fishing area, swimming area, recreation or park area)